The market leading
recruitment system
and recruitment
service

www.recruitment.software

A unique and tailored
recruitment system to
manage your recruitment
Our services can be combined with the latest technology to
provide the tools you need to recruit more efficiently and collate
key reporting information to support your recruitment objectives.

You Attract...

You Search...

Advertising your jobs is quick and easy.

A simple login and registration process
will help you quickly build your own
searchable talent pool. Candidates
can be searched by keyword, CV or
your own bespoke fields and managed
in a manner that supports your future
recruitment needs.

You can not only post jobs on your own
website, brief your agencies, advertise
on multiple job boards and share
vacancies across social media in a
matter of minutes but our ATS can also
automatically promote your vacancies
to thousands of jobseekers too.
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Reduce
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Improve

Efficiency

You Manage...
From vacancy authorisation right
through to onboarding our software
is built to provide the tools you need
to manage every stage of your
recruitment process and achieve your
recruitment objectives. As a modular
solution, we allow you to create a
unique solution with the option to
add new functionality as you require.

Reduce

Time

Gain

Control

A low cost recruitment
service to help you fill vacancies
across your organisation
We adopt a unique approach to recruitment that will help you hire the
best possible candidates by promoting your vacancies to both passive
and active candidate and ensuring a first class candidate experience is
delivered every time.

We Attract...
We use sponsored and featured adverts
on the UK’s leading job boards and
aggregators, paid for adverts on LinkedIn,
advertise on our own website, post on
social media and send over 1.4 million
job alerts every month to maximise the
exposure of your vacancies.

We Search...
Our skilled team will conduct an
extensive search of our own database
of 1.5 million registered candidates,
the biggest CV databases offered
by job boards and aggregators, the
LinkedIn Recruiter package and social
media profiles to proactively find
candidates with the skills you need.

Contact us 01943 467 766
or visit www.recruitment.software

We Manage...
Our agency style support service will
help you identify top talent quickly
and deliver an unrivalled candidate
experience. Managing candidates
throughout every stage of the process
on your behalf, we will sift your
applications, book and arrange all
interviews, provide regular feedback
and status updates and deliver a
positive image of your organisation
to each and every candidate.

Why choose networx?
We not only provide one of the UK’s most advanced
recruitment systems but the very best candidates too!
Our cloud based recruitment software is built to reflect the specific needs of
your organisation and provide the level of functionality you need to control
every aspect of your recruitment process online.
Our comprehensive and fully managed candidate attraction and
management services will ensure you not only reach top talent but
fill vacancies across your organisation in a time and cost efficient
manner and deliver a first class candidate experience.
The ability to combine our recruitment software and services, ensures we can
deliver an unrivalled end to end recruitment solution to any organisation.

Don’t just take our word for it:Trusted providers to over 150+

Call 01943 467 766
or visit our website
www.recruitment.software
for more information

